























chemical change 化学変化，quantitative relations 量的関係，amount of substance 物質量（mol），





































































































































































































































































































v（L）= 22.4（L/mol）× n（mol） n（mol）=
22.4（L/mol）
v（L）



















































































































































































































































































（50）Brian Greer（1992）．Multiplication and Division as Models of Situations. In D.A.Grouws (Ed.), Handbook of research 
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Learning about Amount of Substance（mol）to Understand 
Quantitative Relations in Chemical Change: 




This paper focused on the amount of substance (moles or mol), which is an important concept for understanding 
quantitative relations in chemical reactions.  It is defined by the International Conference on Weights and Measures as a 
physical quantity that is a part of the International System of Units (SI).  It was initially described in relation to mass; 
however, since 2019, the two have been completely separated, and the amount of substance was redefined as a unit that 
expresses the number of particles.  Although it was introduced in high school Science in 1978, high school students had 
difficulty in understanding the topic.  However, because its redefinition can be simply understood as the relation between 
the algebraic expression of the particle number ratio and the Avogadro constant regardless of mass, teaching the concept 
would seem easier than before.  Therefore, chemistry basics were introduced to high school Science in 2018: I described the 
model of the lesson to find and understand that “the ratio of the coefficients of the chemical reaction formula represents the 
ratio of the amount of substance in the chemical reaction”.  The introduction discussed the definition of moles and the 
relevant study transition in high school and found that the said concept has been wrongly understood for a long 
time.  Hence, to facilitate high school students’ understanding of the amount of substance by algebraic expressions, it is 
necessary to link elementary schools, lower secondary schools, and high schools and incorporate subjects such as 
Arithmetics/Mathematics and Science.  From an effective learning guidance standpoint, students need to obtain learning 
support so that they can practice the “viewpoints/thinking of ratio,” which is one of the “functional viewpoints/thinking.”
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